
Getting the Band 
back Together



Pre – Existing High Performance Teams.  The lowest 
Risk Most Predictable Way To Hire At Scale

We’ve spent almost two decades helping companies find and hire high performing IT teams. In that time, 

global competition for skilled IT professionals has grown to almost unprecedented levels putting huge

pressure on hiring Managers who are trying to meet the resource demands as their companies rapidly scale.  

They want to know.

Recruiting in today’s demanding labor market requires a new approach. In 2017, we created Teamit to 

explore something we now call team-oriented recruiting and today, we work with clients in Silicon Valley and 

across North America to help them find the best remote IT teams. In this paper, we’ll share best practices for 

team-oriented recruiting and highlight the successes of companies who have used this approach.

How to build high performing remote IT teams that work well together

Ensure candidates deliver what they say they can

Get better candidates in less time and with less effort

Compete for the attention of the best candidates

Help retain their best resources
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We looked at hiring practices across the technology sector and were most inspired by those used by thriving startups. We 

learned that prior to founding a startup, company leaders worked in high performing teams and built important professional 

relationships with their teammates. When these leaders started new companies, they went back to who they knew, hiring the 

best of their past colleagues as their company’s first ten or twenty employees.

However, when these companies drained the talent in their personal networks, they had to return to qualifying strangers 

through a lengthy and formal interview process. The quality of candidates was variable and the process time-consuming and 

inefficient. Almost all leaders told us that given an option, they would only use referral-only hiring, particularly in new

geographic areas.

Introducing team-oriented recruiting
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Today we introduce elite talent to the Teamit network by asking our best 

candidates to refer the top 10 people they would like to work with again.  

When we enter this information into our intelligent team mapping software 

we can accurately visualize how groups of professionals have self organized 

into high performing teams and show how these micro communities are 

connected to one another.  It also reveals how other teams form when you 

merge and manipulate the data.  The advantage of this is a scalable recruiting 

model that gives us access to an extensive vetted talent network helping us 

build amazing teams for our clients.  It also means we are able to access 

entire communities of talent in new geographic areas quickly and efficiently.

This approach has helped us build an enviable reputation among our clients 

and candidates who all reported high levels of satisfaction with this 

approach.

Using credible professional referrals is a key part of Teamit.  In a 2010 study, 

CareerXRoads found 26% of external hires are generated by employee

referrals programs, making them the biggest source of hires. In 2017, research 

from the Human Capital Institute conducted for Jobvite found 16% of new 

hires in the previous two years came from employee referrals.

How Teamit works



A Silicon Valley luxury startup used Teamit to create a remote team of 18 contract developers. The core team of five 

developers were from a reputable local startup and were well respected in the community. Our client reports the core 

team required little oversight and were instantly productive. They also helped attract top talent from their own micro 

communities. With less than a 1% attrition rate over the last 24 months, the company plans to continue growing 

what they consider their most successful remote team.  

Teamit helped a San Francisco financial technology firm recruit an existing 

team of seven senior contract developers. Shortly after, six contractors

converted to full-time employees and helped set up a permanent office in 

Calgary, Canada. In the following 12 months, Teamit helped the team hire 

another 26 developers that had worked with and were referred by the original 

team. Turnover in this office remains below 2% annually. 

A leading legal document management software company secured a round 

of series B funding to hire more personnel. Teamit found an entire remote 

DevOps team. Client feedback says the team ramped up quickly, were highly 

productive in short order and continue to require little management or

supervision.

What we’ve done so far

The following are examples of clients that have experienced success with Teamit.
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We recently spoke with our clients about the value of team oriented recruiting strategies.  They said Teamit’s approach gave 

them access to a huge vetted talent pool in new geographic areas. They identified five other advantages.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Benefits of team-oriented recruiting

A positive, professional referral from teammates who 

have direct experience with the candidate is a better 

predictor of success than extensive rounds of interviews 

and coding tests. In a 2006 study for the Direct Employ-

ers Association, Booz Allen Hamilton found of 73 major 

employers, 88% found referrals to be the best source of 

higher quality candidates.

Predictability

Our clients say when they use the Teamit referral network, 

they feel they can rely on the insights of the network to speed 

up the hiring process and reduce the effort they invest in 

traditional searches, interviews and testing. Their experiences 

are reflected by online publication HR Technologist which 

found employees hired via referrals are placed 55% faster 

than those sourced through career websites.

Efficiency
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We recently spoke with our clients about the value of team oriented recruiting strategies.  They said Teamit’s approach gave 

them access to a huge vetted talent pool in new geographic areas. They identified five other advantages.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

They report that new hires who have worked together 

before ramp up faster because they already agree on 

group processes and know their roles and responsibilities 

within the team. This means they require less oversight.

Productivity

Candidates rely on their networks for workplace intelli-

gence and if new hires respect a company, they’ll let 

potential candidates in their networks know. This is 

valuable if you are recruiting remote workers and your 

company isn’t well-known in a new location.

Reputation

Remote Teams

By using our network of micro-communities, our clients 

have hired remote teams in new locations more efficiently 

than by using traditional networking and recruiting.

Candidates also benefit from belonging to a referral 

network of high performing teams.

Everyone wants recognition for their accomplishments. 

Being invited to a formal network of high performing 

peers is a powerful form of recognition that invokes pride.

Recognition
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“Getting the band back together” is an important career 

goal for top tier IT professionals. They understand the 

benefits of working with a talented team and may quit 

jobs or leave contracts for the opportunity to work with 

respected colleagues. They also stay together to work 

through challenges because good teammates don’t want 

to let their colleagues down.

Community

Candidates who apply in traditional ways rarely ask hard 

questions about the company, the interpersonal dynamics 

or what the job entails. Referred candidates can use their 

networks to get better workplace intelligence and are 

much more likely to stay longer. 

Retention

Our clients overwhelmingly prefer teams that work from the 

same geographic areas and share a common time zone. Team 

building and dealing with challenging situations are easier 

when team members have the option to meet face to face and 

co-located teams can meet in coffee shops or shared office 

space when required.  Co-location also helps our clients build 

their brand and build local relationships in a way that helps 

attract more talent.

Co-location

Communicating opportunities within a referral network 

encourages members to share what they know. Everyone 

who belongs to the network benefits from learning about a 

wider diversity of challenging and prestigious opportunities 

outside of their local networks.

Opportunity
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Admittedly, we’ve had a few challenges with Teamit. At first, we assumed we could place entire teams. That idea was exciting to 

our clients, but we ran into three problems. Some team members weren’t interested in or available to start a new project

together. Some clients weren’t ready to hire the entire team and after interviews, clients didn’t always want to hire everyone. 

We took a step back to examine our assumptions and in 2018, we contacted over 500 members of our referral network to talk 

with them more about the Teamit concept. We also asked them a question: “Thinking about successful teams you’ve worked on, 

who are the people you want to work with again?” Every person we spoke with volunteered the names of teammates they 

wanted to work with again.

Our outreach effort taught us that the primary value in team-oriented recruiting isn’t about placing entire teams (although it can 

happen). It's about mapping the history of teams to show how a multitude of micro-communities connect to high caliber talent. It 

allows companies ongoing access to known talent from reliable talent pools. Now recruiting efforts can be more targeted, 

focused and predictable.

Challenges with team-oriented recruiting strategy 

Here are some other practical lessons we learned through our journey with Teamit. 
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Initially, our recruiting team tried to maintain a record of team relationships in traditional candidate 

tracking software. When the process became too inefficient, we developed our own Teamit platform 

to automate how we find and use insights derived from our network’s team relationships. 

Exploit technology to document the network relationships

Despite our experiences placing entire teams, we still encourage clients to hire pairs of candidates or 

multiple candidates from high performing teams. That way, they can reap the benefits of hiring 

people who have worked together before. Feedback from clients who have tried this approach has 

been positive.

Hire or place pairs or small multiples

Once we have several candidates in place, we encourage clients to place other members of the team 

as they express interest. Several clients have gradually created remote teams of up to 30 people and 

report high levels of success.

Reunite high performing teams over time
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Earlier, we mentioned the potential of creating team-oriented talent networks in unfamiliar cities and regions. The 

next phase of the Teamit platform will be to further develop tools to help map and create networks of high performing 

teams in additional remote locations. This will give us a more efficient way to search these talent pools for high 

performance individuals that have worked together before. We are also exploring the possibility of offering access to 

a suite of SaaS tools like this to our clients and candidates.

Next steps for Teamit

Creating a high performing team from scratch is one of the hardest challenges a 

hiring manager or recruiter faces.  The common recruiting mindset still focuses on 

finding great individual candidates and building teams one person at a time.  When 

you think about the millions of highly skilled professionals who live and work in 

cities across North America and the people in their preferred networks the hidden 

communities of talent are vast but untapped. If you could gain access to that

information at scale it would give you a huge competitive advantage.

Conclusion



Authors Alistair Shepherd-Cross & Mini Sehgal are co-founders of Teamit. They share over 
40 years experience in IT recruiting and serve clients in the United States and Canada.

Teamit is a referral only recruitment platform that maps the history and location of high 
performing teams to help hiring managers find the best talent possible. Contact us to help 

your company build high performing teams of software development, project management, 
business analysis, IT architecture and management professionals. 

For more information about team-oriented recruiting and Teamit, please contact:

Teamit Inc.
Phone: 403.874.4629

Email: info@teamit.com




